Screen / Program Layout in OPAS

Favorites
Menu

Tabs
Program
area
details

The Favorites menu shows the OPAS program areas you use most
often. Program areas can be put into any order and grouped into
folders of your choosing.

Each OPAS program area opens in a different Tab, much like pages in a web browser.
The label of the tab tells you the specific item open on that tab (in that program area)
OPAS program areas are rich in detail – so much detail that it will not fit on one screen.
These menu options open different screens within the same Tab, showing different details
about whatever is currently open in that Tab.
In the example above, each menu option would show specific Instrumentation, Library,
Performance History, etc. details about the composition loaded into that Tab
(Rachmaninoff’s Piano Concerto No. 3).

List Pane /
Search
Results
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Whenever you search for information in OPAS, the results of the search are shown at the
bottom of the screen in the List grid (also called the List ‘pane’). As you select items in the
List, they become active in the Tab above.
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Action
icons

This row of icons is used to perform actions in OPAS. They perform searches, run
reports, filter search results, manage reminders and run data functions

MetaSearch

This is the OPAS Meta-Search; it allows you to search within any Tab (program area)
using more general terms. The meta-search looks in several different fields
simultaneously and provides a method for easier and more general searches.

Close a
Tab

Close any Tab (program area) via the red X at the top right of the Tab or via the Close
button at the lower left-hand corner

Exit
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Close the OPAS application (the entire program, not just the current Tab).
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